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To achieve the trinity of Jan Dhan, Aadhaar and a more or less
cashless economy that the government promises, it is essenti-
al for the commercial banking system to fall in line. This me-
ans abolishing or reducing many of the extra charges that
banks impose on customers and merchants for transactions.
These charges are mostly arbitrary, opaque to even educated
customers, and wholly incomprehensible to most consumers,
small merchants and traders who are supposed to migrate to
the new system.

Adetailed report in this newspaper on Wednesday highlight-
edhow banks gyp customers. It said, with evidence, that banks
charge customers a monetary fine if money in their accounts

goes below a certain level. Less than a do-
zen ATM transactions are free: more than
eight, on average, are charged; up to four
deposit or withdrawal transactions in
banks are free, the fifth one and thereaf-
ter attract charges. So-called interchange
charges — bank-to-bank ATM transactio-
ns — are high. If cashless is the goal, then

what sense does it make to charge customers to issue a debit
card? Facilitate cashless transactions, instead.

Yet, there is a cost to implementing all the infrastructure and
connectivity, which has to be recovered. It cannot be done thro-
ugh taxes or high transaction fees. Either would hurt the gov-
ernment’s monetary trinity goals. The solution is to balance
volume with immediate value. Most banks respond to quarter-
ly profit data — social and policy goals seldom figure. Instead,
if their managements look further ahead, it is apparent that
short-term losses might lead to big mid-term gains. That out-
look, of setting up a structure for inclusion, at zero or low cost
today, can build a future consumer community of hundreds of
millions and must form the banking mindset of today.

For a Long-Term View
of Less Cash Costs The US government distributed almost 1.8 million H-1B visas 

in fiscal years 2001 through 2015, according to Pew Research 
Centre. And workers from India received the largest share 
(50.5%) of all H-1B visas for first-time employment, while the 
second-largest share went to workers from China (9.7%)…

H-1B Share
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MEME’S THE WORD

California (17.7%), New Jersey (14%), Texas (12.2%) and New York (7.2%) 
were the top states for H-1B visa approvals, according to the most recently 
available government data
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Going Bar-Bar Will Get
You Maar-Maar in MP
A left-wing soap box orator in Hyde Park’s Speakers’ Corner
in London pointed to the palatial houses in the neighbourho-
od and declaimed to his cheering audience, “In there, they
are having champagne, while you and I have the real pain.”
In today’s Madhya Pradesh, however, the imbibing of cham-
pagne — or, for that matter, any other libation that both ch-
eers and inebriates — will cause one not sham pain but very
real pain. At a mass marriage ceremony organised in the
state, the minister for rural development, Gopal Bhargava,
gifted each bride a stout wooden club of the kind used by
washerfolk to beat the dirt out of laundry. Inscribed on the
club is a message in Hindi that, roughly translated, reads, “A
gift with which to beat a drunken husband — the police will
turn a blind eye.”

Women who are subjected to physical and verbal abuse by
alcoholic men will welcome a move whereby cudgels are lit-
erally being taken up on their behalf. However, tipplers mig-
ht well feel that things are getting decidedly rum when get-
ting oneself smashed can acquire an entirely new connota-
tion, and one can’t even be allowed to gin and bear it. MP’s
grooms, however, can seek solace in the refrain, “Drink to
me only with thine eyes, / And I will pledge with mine; / Or
leave a kiss but in the cup, / And I’ll not look for wine.”

Minister presents brides with clubs
with which to beat drunken husbands

We condemn the barbaric act of the killing of two Indian
soldiers on the Indian side of the Line of Control (LoC)
and their bodies being mutilated by Pakistani combatan-
ts. The Pakistan Army denies any involvement in the at-
rocity, but the fact remains that it carried out heavy shell-
ing to provide cover for those who perpetrated the act to
cross over across the LoC from Pakistan. There is reason
to believe that this extreme act of provocation making a
mockery of any soldier’s code was carried out by the Pak-
istan Army to thwart any backchannel diplomacy that mi-
ght underlie the Indian government’s bold and paradigm-
shifting reach-out policy to engage with PM Nawaz Sha-
rif, whose civilian government itself is locked in a turf bat-
tle with Rawalpindi’s generals. India cannot allow its stra-
tegic goals, or the moves to attain those goals, be dictated
by the Pakistan Army using the expedience of grave pro-
vocation against personnel of the Indian security forces.

The repeated attacks on Indian military targets by Pa-
kistani forces before and after India’s
September 2016 surgical strikes show
that there is no conclusive deterrence
possible to local, low-level assaults
across the LoC. National honour can-
not be secured by following a policy of
a head for a head, as some people have
urged. Surgical strikes is just one of

many options before GoI. As the Modi government, with
its considerable political clout, has consistently displayed
in its engagements (and calibrated disengagements) with
Pakistan, it must once again act patiently and decisively,
determining the terms of engagement on its own. It must
continue to keep only strategic consequences in mind.

The Modi policy towards Pakistan has been mature.
One can assume that such clear-headedness will rule the
roost so that India responds with moral, and not just mili-
tary, superiority. The Donald Trump administration is
orchestrating a swivel in an increasingly acknowledged
problematic US-Pakistani relationship. The Modi govern-
ment knows that seeking complete geopolitical de-hyph-
enation with Pakistan cannot be accompanied by reacti-
ons mirroring the adversary’s brutality.

Respond to Atrocity,
Don’t Retaliate
GoI has many options it can use against Pak Army

A K MERCHANT

The enduring legacy of the 20th
century is that it has compelled
the peoples of the world to begin
seeing themselves as members
of one human family and of the
Earth as its common homeland.
Indeed, humanity’s urge to live
in harmony and peace with
each other and especially to es-
tablish peace among religions
is not new. The passion invest-
ed in the struggle testifies to
the depth of the need.

Recognition of the fundamen-
tal spiritual principle of our
age, the oneness of humanity,
must be at the heart of any new
civilisation. Universal accept-
ance of this principle will both
necessitate and make possible
major restructuring of the wor-
ld’s educational, social, agricul-
tural industrial, economic, leg-
al and political systems.

This is the only way the dream
of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam
(the world as one united family)
can be fulfilled. “That which
God hath ordained as the sover-
eign remedy and mightiest ins-
trument for the healing of all
the world is the union of all its
peoples in one universal Cause
one common Faith,” Bahá’u’l-
láh proclaimed over a century
ago. World spiritual leaders sh-
ould strive to not let crises cast
doubt on the ultimate outcome
of the process that is occurring.

The way to go is to nurture fai-
th and resolve so that we can
overcome all the hardships and
anxieties that are bound to arise
during any period of great ch-
ange. While the old order gives
way to the new, as individuals,
we have an important role to
play: to stand steadfast in the
face of adversity and believe in
the unity of humankind.

The Oneness
Principle

Former US President Bill Clinton rec-
ently tweeted a comment by a Presi-
dential Leadership Scholar, who stud-
ied the two Bush presidencies, Rona-
ld Reagan, Lyndon Johnson and Clin-
ton. His simple finding was that the
six most important words a leader
can say are, ‘I am sorry for my mis-
take.’ Because even the best leaders
make mistakes. They misjudge,
overshoot or lag in their decisions.

The best leaders inhale differences
and exhale commonality. Translating
this for the masses is the simple man-
tra: it takes courage to stand up and
speak what you believe in. It takes
even more courage to sit back and
hear what goes against your grain of
belief. And that is the starting argu-
ment for a liberal society.

Indian mythology has an enlighten-
ing story of six blind men trying to
describe an elephant by using their
hands. Someone insists the elephant
is the trunk, while another is equally
confident the elephant is the tail.

If we use blindness as a metaphor
for complexity, and the elephant
symbolising the world, the lesson is
clear: partial information leads to
dangerous dogmas.

In a world of uncertainty, dogmatic
traps are easy. At the minimum, they
are self-assuring. Most polarising
leaders, such as US President Donald
Trump, have enough truth on their
side to carry all their lies. But for
every Trump, there is a Nelson Man-
dela, who tries to build bridges ins-
tead of walls.

Post the apartheid regime in South
Africa, few would have bet on a peace-
ful aftermath. Yet, the 1994 handover
was smooth.

Mandela’s leadership team had int-
ernalised that even though their posi-
tions were very different from those
of the white population, their aims
were very similar. They focused on
restorative justice rather than retri-
butive justice.

This was true liberalism, not in the
protected halls of an Ivy League ins-
titution, but in the rough and tumble
of an evolving society.

Compared to the cumulative dis-
appointments in South Africa then,
many current challenges — whether
in rural India or Middle America or
mainstream France — are minor.
Many of today’s dilemmas are the
clash between the search for truth
and the search for meaning. These
often pull in different directions.

As an example, while more jobs in
the West are being lost to technology,
immigrants are more in-your-face
and trade is a more vivid enemy. As a
result, the rational quest for produc-
tivity has been overwhelmed by an
emotional quest for protectionism.

If one reads the World Values Sur-

vey or the Pew Research trends, it’s
clear that the pendulum has been
shifting towards protectionism for
most of the past decade and public
satisfaction with democratic ins-
titutions is at a low.

History shows that these are 20-year
trends. Thus, protectionism has a lot
of juice left.

The more fundamental lesson from
this is that every -ism has a context
and a shelf life. A liberal-minded
leader steers away from either-or-
type narratives and focuses on the
best aspects of the different world
views: the elephant, the tusk, the tail
and the trunk.

Drawing on lessons from the busi-
ness world, McKinsey institutes an
obligation to dissent among its emp-
loyees. Not just the right to dissent.
But the obligation. It has found, when
dealing with complex and strategic
decisions with long-term implicati-
ons, that cognitive breadth is a tool
that can be used well.

Successful companies such as GE
and Google follow the same maxim.
Albert Einstein famously said, “Eve-
rything should be made as simple as
possible, but no simpler.”

Governments and societies will do
well to adopt this. Humans have a
tendency to take a decent idea and
take it too far, oversimplify complex
trade-offs, become dogmatic and un-
adaptable. Result: dinosaurs, Kodak
and communism.

At last month’s summit for Nobel
Peace laureates, which was initiated
by former Soviet Union President
Mikhail Gorbachev 16 years ago, the
lesson was the same: inertia is often
mistaken for ideology, vested inter-
ests often masquerade as values, and
action often trumps analysis. Liberal-
minded leaders navigate better than
rigid personalities.

One caveat. Every once in while,
they have to learn to say: I am sorry
for my mistake.

The writer is chairman,
Dalmia Group Holdings

Put Dogmas on a Leash
LEADERSHIP AND LIBERTY

Gaurav Dalmia

Not just another white elephant
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M
ost economic agents lo-
ok forward to the goods
and services tax (GST).
A few await GST with
positive dread, includ-

ing domestic makers of phones or
any other kit covered by the Informa-
tion Technology Agreement (ITA) of
1997, which bestows a zero rate of im-
port duty on a range of electronic go-
ods and components.

A zero rate of import duty means
no protection for the domestic manu-
facturer. Still, a range of information
technology products came to be sold
under Indian brand names, compet-
ing with products from China. This
owed to a duty arbitrage that the go-
vernment offered them, even in the
absence of protection via a proper
customs duty.

Nil Import Duty Carves Out…
The trick has been to levy a counter-
vailing duty, on top of the zero cus-
toms duty, on imported products, say,
phones. The duty is supposed to coun-
tervail the local taxes that a domestic
manufacturer would bear and build
into the price of the local product but
would be absent in the pricing of the
import. But the actual duty paid on
local assembly was about a tenth of
the countervailing duty.

So, the notional countervailing
duty — notional, because there was
pretty little by way of domestic tax
paid that had to be neutralised with a

countervailing duty — became the
source of protection for domestic pro-
ducers of goods covered by the ITA.

What GST would do is to remove
this form of protection. Countervail-
ing duties on imports meant to offset
the competitive disadvantage domes-
tic duties place on local producers
who have to compete with imported
goods are subsumed under GST.

Unlike in the current regime, cou-
ntervailing duties would become yet
another input tax that can be set off
against the GST payable on the value
added before the import reaches the
consumer. This means that the tax
arbitrage between a high counterva-
iling duty on the imported product
and the very low actual tax on local
production would disappear.

Can Indian producers of ITA pro-
ducts survive? Broadband India Fo-
rum, with the help of Ernst & Young,
has come out with a proposal to reta-
in these brave souls among the ranks
of the living: pay the local producer
an incentive ranging from, at the mi-
nimum, the net GST payable by the
local producer, to several multiples
of that amount.

There is only one flaw with the pro-
posal. It sees refunding the taxes the
local producers are obliged to pay as
an incentive, whereas it is not. It wou-
ld amount to removal of a disincen-
tive, to put local produce on par with
the imports it competes with.

Except in the case of commodities,
few countries levy taxes on their exp-
orts. A phone exported from China to
India is not burdened by any residue
of local Chinese taxes, its price is the
sum of the value added in the various
stages of manufacture and assembly
of its components. The import duty
would be zero, thanks to the ITA.

So, when it arrives in India, its pri-
ce is the local Chinese price, less local
Chinese taxes plus the cost of shippi-

ng it to India. To its landed cost would
be added the costs of local distributi-
on and local GST, when the consum-
er seeks to buy it.

…An Export Zone in the DTA
What about the price of a locally ma-
de phone that has to compete with an
imported phone? Since components
are also exempt from import duty un-
der the ITA, the Indian phone’s price
would have the cost of components,
local value addition in putting them
together as a phone, the local taxes,
that is, GST, on such value addition,
plus the added costs of distribution
and the GST on value added in distri-
bution. In other words, the local pro-
ducer has to burden his product with
local taxes in manufacturing value
addition while the competing import
comes without the manufacturing
tax of the exporting country.

To have a level playing field for loc-
alproduce and imports that bear zero
manufacturing tax in the exporting
country, zero customs duty in India
and countervailing duty that can be
set off against GST on distribution,
the local produce must also be exem-
pt from local tax on manufacturing
value addition.

Conceptually, an export is sale out-
side the domestic tariff area (DTA).
When an ITA-like agreement carves
out a zero-tariff subzone within the
DTA, a sale to this subzone is concep-
tually similar to a sale outside the do-
mestic tariff area, where the export-
ed good competes with other goods
from around the world on an equal fo-
oting. Under GST that subsumes co-
untervailing duties, sales of zero-im-
port duty products to the domestic
tariff area must be deemed to be exp-
ort, and GST on their production ful-
ly refunded to the producer.

Such a policy has a built-in incen-
tive to raise local value addition. The
higher the value added, the higher
the GST refund.

While such a deemed export status
would place local production of zero-
import-duty products on an even tax
footing with imports, it would still le-
ave local produce bereft of a positive
incentive. The government could con-
sider refunding the local producer of
zero-tariff goods 1.05 times the GST
paid on manufacturing value added.
That 5% incentive can then be phased
out over 10 years.

tk.arun@timesgroup.com

Phone as a Deemed Export 

T K Arun

The wrong kind of artificial intelligence
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Reimbursing GST on local manufacture of a zero-tariff
good only removes discrimination; a positive incentive
calls for refunding a higher multiple of the GST paid

Letters to the editor may be addressed to

editet@timesgroup.com

World Press
Freedom Day
World Press Freedom Day on
May 3 is to raise awareness of
the importance of freedom of
the press and remind govern-
ments of their duty to uphold
the right to freedom of expres-
sion. When everybody is run-
ning after 3Ps — Power, Pros-
perity and Paisa — it is the 4th
P, the Press, which brings the-
se malpractices to notice. The
spirited journalists provide a
fair judgement on issues and
create a more civilised and
prosperous society. Mohandas
Gandhi had said, “Freedom of
the press is a precious privilege
that no country can forgo.”

T S KARTHIK
Chennai

Sebi Ready for
More Reforms
Apropos ‘Now, a Swachh Mar-
ket Abhiyan’ by Anjana Menon
(May 2), Sebi is overburdened
with multitasking functions
ranging from equity to bonds to
IPOs to derivatives to monitor-
ing financial frauds, leading
to its reduced effectiveness. A

second series
of reforms in
Sebi must be
initiated by
empowering
it with profes-
sional govern-
ance, effective
tools of cont-

rol, more quasi judicial powers
and an intelligence network.
A separate regulator for the
primary market, debt market
and financial derivatives will
ensure transparency, better
governance and ease and con-
venience to small investors.

SANJAY TIWARI
Hisar

Will You Work,
Opposition?
This refers to the news report,
‘Nine Parties Join Hands to
Take On BJP’ (May 2). In the
face of the country’s nine opp-
osition parties trying to unite
before the presidential poll,
they would do well to introspe-
ct the way they are conducting
their affairs. Rather than blo-
cking BJP, they should unblock
their ways of working. Opposi-
tion must understand that In-
dian voters are betting on par-
ties that mean business and
not vote for those whose busi-
ness is to get votes and then
follow their business as usual.

BHOLEY BHARDWAJ
Mumbai

Chat Room

CURSOR Local sale of goods on which the import duty is zero must be considered export

BARRY LIBERT ET AL

In just the last 30 years, the glo-
bal poverty rate halved, with
many of the poorest people in
the world becoming significa-
ntly less poor. These gains mir-
ror dramatic improvements in
health and education — inclu-
ding advances in life expecta-
ncy, child mortality, health ca-
re provision, among others.

In short, it is reasonable to ar-
gue that the potential for social
‘changemakers’ armed with
today’s digital platforms in pa-
rtnership with large and grow-
ing virtual networks can dra-
matically improve the human
condition. Civil society — the
network of institutions that
define us as actors in the civil
sphere independent of govern-
ments — is supposed to serve
as the leader in promoting plu-
ralism and social benefit.…

Rather than using an organi-
sation-centric model, the non-
profit sector and related orga-
nisations need to adopt a men-
tal model based on scaling rel-
ationships in a whole new way
using today’s technologies:
the SCaaP model.

Embracing social change as
aplatform is more than a theo-
ry of change, it is a theory of
being: one that places a virtual
network or individuals seek-
ing social change at the centre
of everything and leverages to-
day’s digital platforms (such as
social media, mobile, big data
and machine learning) to fa-
cilitate stakeholders (contri-
butors and consumers) to con-
nect, collaborate and interact
with each other to exchange
value among each other to ef-
fectuate exponential social ch-
ange and impact.

From “How Technology Can Help
Solve Societal Problems”

On Social
Innovation

Citings
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